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Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking
number will be provided after the shipment.Hardcover Pages Number: 371 New students Practical
English small dictionary target audience of upper primary. middle and high school students and
English teachers. and community primary level English proficiency. self-learners. Selected words in
this dictionary skills-oriented. school use. including used primary and junior high school English
textbooks. high school English textbooks published and compiled by the Ministry of Education. the
national college entrance re-examination Review Outline English vocabulary group of English
words in about 11 Senpachi hundred. this dictionary has all the income. in order to facilitate the
readers to access. review. recite English words and phrases. where beginners need to master before.
entry Note (*) symbols. where insightful textbook. () symbols indicate. Both. only marked (*) symbol.
This dictionary contains the following three parts of words. phrases and classification vocabulary.
Mostly words with a medium level of English should master the first part of the English word
received a total of 57 hundred entries not marked with the symbol word to the Interpretation of a
certain number of synonyms (synonyms .) marked for comparison and discrimination purposes.
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Reviews
This book will be worth purchasing. This is for anyone who statte that there had not been a worthy of looking at. Your daily life span will likely be convert
when you total looking over this ebook.
-- Aida n Jer de DVM
A really amazing ebook with lucid and perfect answers. It is really simplistic but excitement in the 50 % in the publication. I am just happy to explain how
this is actually the best pdf i actually have study during my individual daily life and may be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Toney B og a n
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